
The Norwegian Ocean 
Technology Centre



Around 70 percent of Norway's 
export revenues comes from the 
ocean industries. 

The blue economy faces a big 
global transition in the green shift.

Norway is an ocean nation



Energy crisis Climate crisis Nature crisis Civil protection



The ocean as a solution to climate
change. 2019. High Level Panel: A 
sustainable ocean Economy

The ocean industries can cut 20 percent of the worlds CO2-emissions



15
new PhD’s a year

135
new bachelor- og master 

candidates a year

400
scientific publications a year

More than

3250
Ship models tested and 

improved

More than

1130
Ocean structures tested and 

improved

The Marine Technology Centre
Societal gains in numbers
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World leading in several areas and has contributed to develop the
ocean industries to become the most important export industries

The Marine Technology Centre



The future demands advanced laboratories

• Modern and appropriate laboratories are needed to 
continue to have world leading competence which can 
contribute to Norways strong position in the ocean 
industries.

• The towing tank and the Ocean basin is more than 80 
and 40 years old. They were state-of-the-art back 
then. Not anymore.

• The laboratories have been used to test more than 
4000 models in the oil and gas-installations, ships and 
aquaculture structures.  

• Simulation and numerical models can not replace 
experiments in a controlled laboratory environment. 





Bassengbygget

Arkimedes’ hus
Professor Mørchs hus

Tankhodet

Tankplassen
Kavitasjonslaboratoriet



October 2022
New temporary workshop

3Q  2023
Machine lab opens

2025
Moving in to the House of Professor Mørch

2027
Moving into the Basin Building

2028
Moving into Tankhodet and 

the House of Arkimedes’

2026
Possible start of Fjordlab

August 2022
Construction start 
Tyholt

March 2023
K-lab in use at Torgard



Laboratories



The Cavitation Laboratory
Studies the current around items in the 
water

Testes everything from

• thrusters to rudders 

• ship hulls

• how fish swims effectively

The Structures Laboratory
Tests structural components and 
materials used in the ocean industries

Works with

• underwater solutions and – cables 
and floating wind structures

• fish cages

• oil and gas-installations

The Ocean Basin
Tests and simulates the behavior of

• ships

• fish cages

• floating bridges

• floating solar panels

• floating wind structures and 
subsea infrastructure

The Seakeeping Basin

Tests and simulates the behaviour of ships 
and other marine structures in realistic 
conditions with waves and wind.

The tests contributes to document the 
vessels need for energy and their 
properties from still water up to extreme 
weather conditions. 

Fjordlab

Researches

• Subsea robotics and subsea 
infrastructure and installations

• Autonomous ships and ship operations

• Aquaculture, and the development of 
seaweed farms

• Ocean observation, mapping, 
monitoring, security and preparedness

The Machine Laboratory
Tests energy- and propulsion systems for 
ships, aquaculture, wind turbines and oil 
rigs. 

Works with fuel and loading systems, both 
fuel engines, electrical and hybrid engines.

Also tests fuel cells, batteries, control 
systems, fuel rig development and 
technology for cleaner emissions. 



Fjordlab
Full scale testing and 
research in the ocean 

environment

• Fjordlab consists of five 
laboratories both in the water 
and on land. 

• They are placed in Heggdalen
in Trondheim, in Ålesund, in the 
Trondheimsfjord and outside 
Hitra and Frøya.

• Fjordlab researches, develops 
and tests subsea robots, 
subsea infrastructure, 
autonomous ships and ship 
operations. It contains 
infrastructure for full scale 
testing of ships

• Fjordlab also researches 
aquaculture, seaweed farming, 
does environmental monitoring 
and monitoring for security 
preparedness and general 
observations of what goes on in 
the ocean environment.
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Machine 
Laboratory

• The future energy and 
propulsion systems for 
ships, aquaculture and oil 
rigs. 

• How to replace diesel as the 
energy source, with biofuel, 
synthetic fuel, ammonium, 
batteries and hydrogen. 

• Ready for use in the autumn 
2023.

• Placed in Torgard
in Trondheim.
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The Basin Building
Contains the ocean basin, the sea keeping basin and 
workshops. Also a place for storage and parking.



Ocean Basin
Tests and simulates the 
behaviour of ships, offshore 
structures, floaters, aquaculture 
cages, floating bridges and 
subsea installations.

Testing of models are used to 
improve security, reduce costs 
and energy, and prolong the 
lifespan and durability of the 
structures.

The ocean basin is equipped 
with advanced current, stream 
and wind facilities, and can test 
the structures in the exact same 
conditions they are calculated to 
handle.

Length: 60 meters
Width: 50 meters
Depth: 0 - 12 meter 
In the centre of the basin there 
is an adjustable depth to 30 
meters.
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The House of Archimedes'
Consists of smaller wet and dry laboratories. The laboratories are a central part of the
education and research at NTNU, and gives the students and researchers access to smaller, 
but world-class laboratories. 



Thank you!
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